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Abstract. We propose an unsupervised fuzzy rule-based system to learn
structure preserving data projection. Although, the framework is quite
general and any structure preserving measure can be used, we use Sam-
mon’s stress, an extensively used objective function for dimensionality
reduction. Unlike Sammon’s method, it can predict the projection for
new test points. To extract fuzzy rules, we perform fuzzy c-means clus-
tering on the input data and translate the clusters to the antecedent
parts of the rules. Initially, we set the consequent parameters of the
rules with random values. We estimate the parameters of the rule base
minimizing the Sammon’s stress error function using gradient descent.
We explore both Mamdani-Assilian and Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy rule-
based systems. An additional advantage of the proposed system over a
neural network based generalization of the Sammon’s method is that the
proposed system can reject the test data that are far from the train-
ing data used to design the system. We use both synthetic as well as
real-world datasets to validate the proposed scheme.

Keywords: Dimensionality reduction · fuzzy rules · predictability · Sam-
mon’s mapping.

1 Introduction

We come across high dimensional datasets in various real-world problems re-
lated to finance, meteorology, computer vision, medical imaging, multimedia in-
formation processing, text mining, and many more [2, 15, 16, 18]. Handling high
dimensional data is difficult as it demands more storage space, more processing
time, and increased system complexity. For many applications, visualization of
the structure in the data is important which is difficult for high dimensional
data. Dimensionality reduction (DR) is a process that addresses these problems
by representing a high dimensional data into a lower dimensional space, keep-
ing the relevant information as intact as possible. DR schemes can be broadly
categorized into two groups: feature selection (FS) and feature extraction (FE).
FS chooses a small but important subset of features, whereas, FE constructs a
smaller number of new features from the original features. Methods of FE are
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more appropriate when the system does not bother about the physical meaning
of the extracted features and focuses principally on preserving the local or global
structure present in the original data.

We mathematically formulate FE as follows. Let the input data be repre-
sented by the set X = {xi ∈ RD : i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}}. Here, n is the number of
instances and D is the dimensionality of the data. The vector xi represents the
ith instance of the data and xik represents the value of the kth feature associ-
ated with the ith instance. Then, ∀xi ∈ X , the corresponding lower dimensional
representation is yi ∈ RD′ , D′ < D. Let us represent the output dataset as
Y = {yi ∈ RD′ : i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}}. FE is finding an implicit or explicit map-
ping, φ : RD → RD′ , such that, an objective ψ is minimized/maximized. Usually,
ψ is a function of X and Y, where yi = φ (xi) ,∀i. Then, the obtained optimal

mapping φ̂ = arg minφ {ψ (X ,Y)}.
The Sammon’s method [14] is a popular nonlinear FE technique that does

not learn the mapping function φ explicitly. It aims to preserve certain geomet-
ric properties of the data by preserving the inter-point distances in the original
higher dimensional space as the inter-point distances in the extracted lower di-
mensional space as much as possible. It reduces the following error function E
(i.e., ψ):

E =
1∑n−1

i=1

∑n
j=i+1 d

∗
ij

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

(
d∗ij − dij

)2
d∗ij

(1)

Here, dij and d∗ij are the Euclidean distances between xi and xj ; and yi and yj ;
respectively. The error function, E, is called Sammon’s stress. To minimize E,
Sammon’s method employs the steepest descent method. Note that, for a fixed

pair of points i and j, Sammon’s strss multiplies a factor 1/d∗ij to
(
d∗ij − dij

)2
. As

a result, the method pays more attention in preserving short pairwise distances,
and hence, preserves the local structure.

The Sammon’s method is a corner-stone method in structure preserving di-
mensionaity reduction. However, it has a drawback: it does not learn the map-
ping function φ(·) explicitly. After learning a mapping from n points, when a
new point occurs, the Sammon’s method needs to repeat the whole optimization
process considering the (n+ 1) points. From (1) we observe that, every iteration
in the steepest descent search requires computation of n(n−1)/2 distances. When
n is large, computations involved may be prohibitive. Another disadvantage of
Sammon’s method is that it optimizes a non-convex objective. So, it is possible
that the method may get stuck at some local minima on the error surface. To
avoid such a situation and to obtain a good solution the method needs to try
several initializations. This again adds to the computational overhead.

To reduce the computational cost associated with Sammon’s method, some
attempts have been made to learn an explicit mapping with the Sammon’s objec-
tive function. Jain and Mao [8, 9] have used a multilayer feed-forward network to
learn Sammon’s projection based explicit mapping. The number of input nodes
and the number of output nodes of the neural network are set to D and D′,
respectively. A pair of inputs xi and xj is applied one after another and their
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corresponding outputs yi and yj are used to define the error function E. A prob-
lem with neural network based methods is that they predict outputs even when
the test points are far away from the training data. Again, in [11], a supervised
fuzzy rule-based model has been proposed to learn the Sammon’s projection
parametrically. This method first generates the Sammon’s projection of the in-
put data. Then, a fuzzy rule base is learnt using a supervised learning scheme,
where the obtained output from Sammon’s projection is used as the target. An
advantage of this method [11] over the neural network based methods [8, 9] is
that it can be used to detect test instances that are far away from the training
data. However, it [11] has the following drawback. The computational cost for
this method comprises the computational cost for obtaining Sammon’s projec-
tion and computational cost for learning the fuzzy system.

The objective of this paper is to propose a method for structure preserving
dimensionality reduction. Although, any stress function can be used, we use
here Sammon’s error, such that, it should avoid the additional computational
overheads associated with the methods in [14, 11]. Additionally unlike [8, 9], it
should decline to produce outcomes when the test points are far away from
the training data. To achieve our objectives, here, we have contributed in the
following ways:

1. We have proposed a fuzzy rule-based method which learns an explicit map-
ping function with the objective of Sammon’s method in an unsupervised
fashion. It is unsupervised as there are no target values provided for the
inputs. It is quite general and other objectives can also be used.

2. We have equipped the Sammon’s method with predictability, and hence,
have cut down the computational cost associated with Sammon’s method to
project new points.

3. The proposed system can indicate when its projection may not be reliable.

2 Proposed Method

The proposed method has the following major steps.

1. Form an initial fuzzy rule base R.
2. Project input dataset X with R to obtain corresponding output Y.
3. Modify R to reduce the Sammon’s stress defined by X and Y.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence.
5. Use R to project new points.

Next, we discuss the rule-based system used in this work, and then, we discuss
the above steps with further details

2.1 The Rule-based System

We explore both Mamdani-Assilian (MA) and Takagi-Sugeno (TS) type fuzzy
rule-based systems. Let there be r rules in the rule base. Let, for the ith sam-
ple xi, the mth output feature produced by the kth rule be ykim. Here, m ∈
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{1, 2, · · · , D′}; k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , r}; and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. For MA and TS mod-
els, the rules are denoted by RMA

km and RTSkm, respectively. They are defined as
follows.

RMA
km :If xi1 is Ak1 and xi2 is Ak2 and · · ·xiD is AkD

then ykim is Bkm. (2)

RTSkm :If xi1 is Ak1 and xi2 is Ak2 and · · ·xiD is AkD

then ykim = ukm(xi). (3)

Here, Akl is the kth fuzzy set (linguistic value) on the lth input feature and
Bkm is the kth output fuzzy set on the mth output variable; ukm() : RD → R is
a mapping function associated with the kth rule for the mth output feature.

Let, αki be the firing strength of the kth fuzzy rule for the ith input xi. The
rule firing strength is computed as the conjunction of D atomic clauses in (2)/(3)
using a T -norm [7] over the fuzzy sets Ak1, Ak2, · · ·AkD. We use the product
operator here. For both MA and TS models, the output yi = (yi1, yi2, · · · , yiD′)T
is given by

yim =

∑r
k=1 α

k
i y
k
im∑r

k=1 α
k
i

. (4)

We shall explain later how for the MA model we get the value of ykim from Bkm.
We note here that, for MA models, more involved method of defuzzification can
be used [6].

2.2 Initial Rule Base Formation

When both input-output data are provided there are many ways of generating an
initial rule base and its refinement [17, 5, 10–12, 4]. Some of the popular methods
use clustering [11, 12, 4] of input-output data. The philosophy behind the use of
clustering is that if there is cluster in the input space with centroid vk ∈ RD,
for a smooth input-output relationship, the points in the output space are likely
to form cluster around uk (which is the lower dimensional representation of vk).
But here, we do not have any output data. We, however, use the clustering
approach on the input data. We use the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm [3]
to find r clusters in the input data X . The cluster centroids are denoted by vk =
(vk1, vk2, · · · , vkD)T ∈ RD; k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , r}. The kth cluster is translated into
the antecedent of the kth rule as follows.

If xi1 is close to vk1 and

xi2 is close to vk2 and

...

xiD is close to vkD. (5)
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Here, xil is close to vkl is modeled using a Gaussian membership function cen-
tered at mkl with spread σkl. The membership for xil is

µikl = exp

{
− (xil − vkl)2

2σ2
kl

}
. (6)

Here, vkls and σkls are the antecedent parameters of the rules.

For both MA and TS model, though we use the same fashion to define the
rule-antecedents, we use different types of consequents. We discuss this next.

For MA model the rule-consequents are fuzzy sets in the output feature
space. For each rule the output is a fuzzy set and the union of these fuzzy sets
constitutes the fuzzy output which can be defuzzified using several methods [6].
For simplicity, here we use the height method of defuzzification [6]. Let Bkm be
either a symmetric triangular or Gaussian membership function with center at
hkm. According to the height method the output of the rule RMA

km is taken as
hkm. Note that this becomes equivalent to the zeroth order TS model.

For the TS model, a consequent denotes an input-output mapping. For the
first order TS model, this input-output mapping is a linear one and is described
as follows.

ykim = ukm(xi) = ckm0 +

D∑
l=1

ckmlxil (7)

Thus, the kth rule for TS model becomes

RTSkm : If xi1 is close to vk1 and

xi2 is close to vk2

...

xiD is close to vkD

then ykim = ckm0 +

D∑
l=1

ckmlxil. (8)

For formation of the initial rule base, we randomly initialize the consequent
parameters (hkms for the MA model and ckmls for the TS model).
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2.3 Training the Rule Base

We estimate the rule base parameters that minimizes the Sammon’s stress E in
(1) using gradient-descent optimization. The learning rules for this are as follows.

vkm(t+ 1) = vkm(t)− ηv
∂E

∂vkm
(9)

σkm(t+ 1) = σkm(t)− ησ
∂E

∂σkm
(10)

hkm(t+ 1) = hkm(t)− ηh
∂E

∂hkm
(11)

ckml(t+ 1) = ckml(t)− ηc
∂E

∂ckml
(12)

Here, t indicates the iteration number. ηv, ησ, ηh and ηc are learning rates for
v, σ, h, and c, respectively.

2.4 Rejection of Outputs

An interesting feature of the proposed method is that it can reject test points
for which it may not produce correct output. As shown in (4), the mth feature
of ith output, yim, is computed as a convex sum of the rule outputs ykims. Each
rule output (ykim) is multiplied by the firing strength (αki ) of the corresponding
rule. The rule that fires with the maximum strength, primarily characterizes the
output. The profile of the maximum rule firing strength on the training data
may help in rejection of test points in a desired manner. For test points far away
from the training data, no rule is expected to fire strongly. Possibly, none of the
rules are appropriate to model those test points. Thus, we can reject a test point
when the maximum value of the firing strength associated with a test point is
less than a given threshold. We choose the value of this threshold based on only
the training data.

3 Experimentation

3.1 Dataset Descriptions and Experimental Settings

We use two synthetic datasets: S-Curve and Swiss Roll shown in Figs. 1a and 2a,
respectively. Both of them are three dimensional data consisting of 1000 points.
They are generated using scikit-learn [13] package (version 0.19.2) of Python.
We also use a real-world dataset, Iris. Iris has 150 datapoints from three classes
in four dimensional space, such that, in each class there are 50 points.

We choose the number of fuzzy rules or the number of clusters as 0.05n, where
n is the number of points. In FCM clustering algorithm, the value of the fuzzifier
and the maximum number of iterations are set to 2 and 200, respectively. We
initialize the consequent parameters randomly in [−0.5, 0.5]. The spreads of the
Gaussian membership functions in (6) are initialized as 0.2βl and 0.3βl. Here, βl
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1: Visualization of the S Curve data: (a) original, (b) Sammon’s projection,
(c) proposed method with MA model, (d) proposed method with TS model.

indicates the difference between the maximum and the minimum values of the
lth feature. We repeat each experiment five times for each of these two initial-
izations of the spreads. Out of these ten runs, the one with the minimum error
(measured using (1)) is chosen as the output of the proposed algorithm. Note
that, it is done automatically without any human intervention. To optimize the
objective function in (1) using stochastic gradient descent, we use an optimizer,
train.GradientDescentOptimizer, from a standard machine learning frame-
work called TensorFlow [1]. The parameter learning rate is set to 2.0 and 0.1,
respectively, for the MA and TS models. Thus, in experiments with MA models,
all the three involved learning rates ηv, ησ, and ηh are equal to 2.0. Similarly for
experiments with TS models,all the three involved learning rates ηv, ησ, and ηc
are equal to 0.1.

3.2 Results and Discussions

Figures 1b, 2b and 3a show the results with Sammon’s method [14] on S-Curve,
Swiss Roll and Iris datasets, respectively. The results of the proposed method
with the MA model on the three datasets are illustrated in Figs. 1c, 2c, and 3b
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2: Visualization of the Swiss Roll data: (a)original, (b)Sammon’s projection,
(c)proposed method with MA model, (d)proposed method with TS model.

respectively. Similarly, the outputs of the proposed method with the TS model
are shown in Figs. 1d, 2d and 3c, respectively. From Figs. 1, 2, and 3, we observe
that the proposed methods, both with MA and TS models, project the three
datasets faithfully to a two dimensional space. For the synthetic datasets, we
observe that the proposed method successfully preserves the underlying geome-
tries as preserved in their Sammon’s projection. We note that for S Curve, the
MA model (with height method) produces somewhat better outcome than the
TS model, whereas for Swiss Roll the TS model generates better projection than
the MA model. In case of Iris dataset, separability of classes in the projected
space is important. As seen in Figs. 3b and 3c the separability between the three
classes are similar as in the case of Sammon’s method (Fig. 3a). We note here
that different initializations and use of different number of rules may produce
different results. In addition to the graphical results, to asses the quality of the
projection, we present the value of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
pairwise distances in the input space and in the output space in Table 1. For all
the three data sets we obtained quite high value of the correlation coefficients.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3: Visualization of the Iris data: (a) Sammon’s projection, (b) proposed
method with MA model, (c) proposed method with TS model.

Table 1: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the pairwise distances in the
input and output spaces

Dataset MA Model TS Model

S-Curve 0.9653 0.9620
Swiss Roll 0.8514 0.8594
Iris 0.9978 0.9969

This indicates that the relation among the pairwise distances of the inputs are
mostly preserved in the obtained projections.

To illustrate the predictability of the proposed model, we perform an exper-
iment with the S-Curve dataset. A contiguous portion of the dataset containing
50 points is removed and the rest of the points form a training dataset (see Fig.
4a). The removed 50 points serve as the test dataset. The MA model and the
TS model based proposed schemes are used to learn the training data. The cor-
responding outputs are shown in Figs. 4c and 4e respectively. The full dataset
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Table 2: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the pairwise distances in the
input and output spaces

Set MA Model TS Model

Train 0.9667 0.9611
Train and test together 0.9649 0.9565

containing both the training and the test points, is shown in Fig. 4b. To dif-
ferentiate the training and the test points, we represent them by circle (o) and
plus (+) signs, respectively. The predictions for the test points obtained by the
MA model and the TS model based proposed method are shown in Figs. 4d
and 4f, respectively. We observe that irrespective of the types of the model, the
proposed method projects test points in the expected region. However, the pre-
diction by the MA model based method seems more appropriate than that of the
TS model based method. In Table 2, the values Pearson’s correlation coefficient
between pairwise distances in input and output spaces for the training set and
the training and test set together are presented. For both MA and TS models
the correlations for the training data are similar to those for the cases when the
training and test data are taken together.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a fuzzy rule-based scheme for learning Sammon’s
map explicitly. We have explored the MA model along with the height method
of defuzzification. We have also used the TS model where consequents are a
linear combination of input variables. For both the models the antecedent part
is constructed by clustering the given input data. Antecedent and consequent
parameters are modified using gradient descent search to obtain optimal values
for minimizing the Sammon’s stress. The obtained results depict that the pro-
posed system successfully produce the structure-preserving projection as that
of the original Sammon’s method. It can also project the new (test) points in
an expected manner. The framework is quite general and we can use objectives
other than Sammon’s stress.

An issue with the proposed method is that the performance of the proposed
method depends on the chosen number of clusters. Here, we have chosen the
number of clusters based on our initial ad-hoc experiments. In future, we plan
to investigate to address this issue. In our future works, we also plan to introduce
regularizers to improve the quality of predictability. We have not investigated
how the proposed method performs when it should reject the outputs. All these
are left for our future work.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4: Visualization in the original space (a) training data, (b) full data. Vi-
sualization using proposed method with MA model, (c) training data (d) full
data with prediction. Visualization using proposed method with TS model, (e)
training data, (f) full data with prediction.
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